Driving Team Performance through Dynamic Leadership

DATE: TUESDAY 6TH FEBRUARY 2018
TIME: 19:00 (Tea / Coffee from 18:30)
VENUE: ROCHESTOWN PARK HOTEL
SPEAKER: JOE MCDONALD

SYNOPSIS:

This presentation shall highlight the common misconception that managers and leaders should exclusively focus upon results and instead will offer participants an alternative approach. It will provide an informative introduction to concepts on both management and leadership in today’s complex environment and demonstrate the various different types of strategy that professional’s managers face. An overview of how to drive performance through people by adopting a coaching style to leadership will be explained and Joe will show some tools that can be applied in the workplace. The emphasis throughout will be to link both theory and practice to the specific competencies that are being sought after for senior positions in Ireland today.

SPKRER BIO:

Joe McDonald is an experienced registered international professional coach and trainer. His company 'create10' (www.create10.ie) delivers a range of client services such as team training, executive coaching and online courses on leadership, strategy and innovation. Joe has almost twenty years’ experience of operating at a senior management/director level and has delivered training and coaching throughout Ireland and in Europe. He writes module material and lectures on the topics of leadership, management, coaching and innovation for three different colleges/universities and works across a variety of sectors and industries. He is passionate about supporting individuals and companies in enhancing performance and in being more impactful.

Booking: Not required. This is a public lecture open to all.
Website: www.engineersirelandcork.ie